
801 - MOBILIZATION 

SECTION 801 
 

MOBILIZATION 
 
 
801.1 DESCRIPTION 
 Move required personnel, equipment, materials, supplies and incidentals to the project site prior to 
beginning work.  Include other work and costs incurred before the project starts. 
 
 BID ITEMS       UNITS 
 Mobilization       Lump Sum 
 Mobilization (DBE)      Lump Sum 
 

The bid item "Mobilization (DBE)" is only used on Federal Aid Projects having a DBE Goal set by KDOT.  
This bid item gives the Contractor the option to provide funds for mobilization to DBE subcontractors. 
 If the Contractor elects not to utilize the bid item "Mobilization (DBE)", a unit price of $0.00 is an 
acceptable bid for this item. 
 
 
801.2 MATERIALS - None specified. 
 
 
801.3 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS - None specified. 
 
 
801.4 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT 
 a. Mobilization.  The Engineer will make partial payments according to TABLE 801-1. 
 

TABLE 801-1:  MOBILIZATION PARTIAL PAYMENTS 
Pay Lesser of the Two Percent of Original 

Contract Amount 
Completed % of Mobilization % of Original 

Contract Amount 
5 25 2.5 

10 50 5 
25 60 7.5 
50 100 10 

Accepted 100 NA 
 

The Percent of Original Contract Amount Completed = the amount earned by the Contractor* divided by the 
total dollar value of the original contract (all bid items).   

*Do not include monies earned for "Mobilization", "Traffic Control (Lump Sum)", "Contractor Construction Staking" and 
"Stored Materials". 
 
b. Mobilization (DBE).  On behalf of the DBE subcontractor(s), submit to the Engineer a written request for 

partial payment of this item.  Requests may be made 30 days in advance of the DBE subcontractor beginning work or 
mobilizing.  Limit the amount requested to the amount of mobilization necessary for the work that will begin within 45 
days of the request.  Make additional requests at appropriate times until 100% of this item is paid. 
 The Contractor is required to pay the DBE subcontractor the requested amount of partial payment for this 
item, no later than 5 days after the DBE begins mobilizing or work. 
 Payment for "Mobilization" and "Mobilization (DBE)" at the contract unit is full compensation for the 
specified work.   
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